
August 11, 2017  H08b 

Handout H08B-3: Fire Behavior Case Study 
 
Name: ________________________________ 

 
Overview: Using your notes, photographs, and videos… 

1. Write a timeline to describe your fire. Include at least 5 entries (points in time). Give 
specific details about the development of your fire from ignition until it went out. 
For an example of an actual fire timeline and the important details that are included, 
read the “The 2012 Chips Fire, California: A Case Study of Fire Behavior” (below). 

2. Write a 1-paragraph (or longer) Case Study of your fire to accompany the timeline. 
This is a description of your fire and its behavior. Use all three components of the 
Fire Environment Triangle to describe how the fire spread (or didn’t spread) across 
your model landscape. Include photos of your model before and after it burned, as 
well as other photos that illustrate the fire behavior and how it is related to the Fire 
Environment Triangle. 

 
 
Getting Started--Brainstorming Space:  
 
• Name of fire: 
• Starting location description (include fuel type, weather, topography): 

 
 

• At each point in time, where did it spread and what influenced it (fuel type, weather, 
topography)? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Ending location? (fuel type, weather, topography): 



August 11, 2017  H08b 

The 2012 Chips Fire, California:  
A Case Study of Fire Behavior 
 

 
Observations of fire spread and behavior during the initial stages 
of the Chips Fire (modified from Fites and others, 2012*). 

Time Observations 
1 (Jul 29) Fire started on the lower, mid-slope in the Chips creek drainage. 
2 (Jul 30) 

 
Slow progression in the “footprints” (area previously burned) of 2000 Storrie and 
2008 Belden fires. Extremely steep (>55% and >70%) slopes in Feather River 
canyon. 

3 (Jul 31) 
 

Fire spread further, moving up the Indian Creek drainage with the wind. 
Numerous hand crews (including six hotshot crews) built line around the flanks of 
the fire and worked direct attack to suppress the fire in very steep terrain that was 
difficult to access terrain. They experienced high “resistance to control” in the 
dense cover of big snags and logs. Firefighters were holding the fire along the 
ridge. Some retardant was used on the ridge in hopes that it would slow the fire 
when it reached there. 

4 (Aug 1) 
 

Fire spread rapidly up slope in the Indian Creek drainage to the top of Indian 
Springs Ridge and spotted more than a mile away on the ridge between Yellow 
Creek and the Caribou/North Fork Feather River drainage. Fire developed with an 
impressive vertical column. Post-fire observations show very high fuel 
consumption and other evidence of very high intensity. 

5 (Aug 2)  
 

Fire grew significantly (>2000 acres) to the northeast and east, exceeding the 
ability of crews to attack it directly. Fire rolled over Indian Springs ridge and 
ignited material that rolled downhill and ignited new spot fires at the bottom of 
the slope in Squirrel and Cub Creeks. These spot fires then burned rapidly, with 
very high intensity, up the slope. Similar behavior was experienced on the spot fire 
in the Caribou drainage. 

6 (Aug 4) 
 

Limited fire information was obtained this day due to poor visibility, which limited 
aerial observation, and due to inability of ground crews to safely access the fire. 

7 (Aug 8) 
 

Fire moved out of the Storrie fire footprint. It spread into Mosquito Creek and 
burned slowly for two days. Future large growth in the fire is expected. 

8 (Aug 9) 
 

Little fire growth occurred in Mosquito Creek, but great spread occurred to the 
east and northeast………. 

 
*For the full report, see Fites, Jo Ann; Ewell, Carol; Bauer, Ryan. 2012. The 2012 Chips Fire, 
California: a case study of fire behavior. Unpublished report. Available:  
https://www.fs.fed.us/adaptivemanagement/reports/ChipsFireBehavior_Fullreport_16Jan13FINAL.pdf. For the 
full timeline, see p. 7. 

Chips Fire, Aug.2, 2012. 
Forest Service photo. 

https://www.fs.fed.us/adaptivemanagement/reports/ChipsFireBehavior_Fullreport_16Jan13FINAL.pdf

